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ON FACTORIZATION OF MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

WITH FINITELY MANY POLES

ANAND P. SINGH AND K. S. CHARAK*

Abstract. In this paper we give a criterion for determining the pseudo-primeness of meromorphic
functions with finitely many poles. The criterion depends on the dispersion of the zeros of the
function, more spcifically on the Picard sets for entire functions. Also, we give some applications
of this criterion.

1. Introduction

A meromorphic function F(z) = f(g(z)) is said to have f and g as left and right
factors respectively provided f is meromorphic and g is entire (g may be meromorphic,
when f is rational). Fis said to be pseudo-prime (right pesudo-prime, right-prime), if
every factorization of the above form implies either f is rational or g is a polynomial (g
is polynomial whenever f is transcendental, g is linear whenever f is transcendental).
In order to prove that a given function Fis pseudo-prime, the following two powerful

theorems are frequently used.

TheoremA. (Goldstein). Let F be an entire function offinite order with 8(a, F) = 1,
for some complex number a. Then F is pseudo-prime.

Theorem B. (Steinmetz). Let n be a positive integer and

w(n\z) + An(z)w(n-l)(z) +· · ·+ A1(z)w(z) + Ao(z) = 0. (1)

be a linear differential equation in w with all the coefficients Ai(z), (i = 0, 1, ...) being
rational functions. Then any meromorphic solution f of (1) must be pseudo-prime.
As is evident, Theorem A is applicable only if F is a finite ordered entire function,

whereas in Theorem B the meromorphic function must satisfy (1). Also by [9, p.73),
the meromorphic function satisfying (1) must be of finite order. Thus, as far as we are
aware, there is no criteria for determining the pseudo-primeness of functions of infinite
order. We give in Theorem 1 below, a criterion which is completely different from that
given either by Goldstein or by Steinmetz, and which is applicable to functions of infinite
order as well.
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Apart from the properties mentioned in Theorem A and Theorem B, we shall show
that the pseudo-:-primeness of certain meromorphic functions also depends on the location
and dispersion of their zeros.
Before embarking on the statements of our results, we shall recall the concept of

Picard sets for entire functions.

Definition A. A set S in the complex plane C is called Picard set for transcendental
entire functions if every transcendental entire function assumes every complex value with
at most one exception, infinitely often in C\S. Various Picard sets are known to exist,
see for instance [1], [2], [3], [7], [8] and their references.
Throughout this paper, by a really meromorphic function we shall mean a meromor

phic function in C having at least one pole.

2. Statements of Results

Theorem 1. Let S be a Picard set for entire functions. Let f be a transcendental
really meromorphic function having finitely many poles, and with infinitely many zeros
all lying in S. Then f is right pseudo-prime.

Remark 1. Thus for instance all transcendental really meromorphic functions having
finitely many poles and infinitely many zeros all lying in E, where Eis defined by various
conditions in Theorems·1-4, Theorems 10-11 of [7], are right pseudo-prime. Similarily,
transcendental meromorphic functions with finitely many zeros and infinitely many poles
all lying in E are also right pseudo-prime.
As an application of Theorem 1, we shall prove.

Theorem 2. Let f be a transcendental really meromorphic function with finitely
many poles and infinitey many zeros, {zn} all of which satisfy

lzn+1 I 2: 庫乩
for some k > l, n = l, 2, ... ; Then f is right-prime.
Remark 2. Note that

!() sin(zez + 1) sin(z + 1)z = zzez , = o zez ，

shows that the condition (2) is essential.

Remark 3. Let

F(z) = f(z) exp(f (z))
P(z) exp(P(z)(l + exp(P(z)))

(2)

(3)

where f·is an entire function with zeros {zn} as in Theorem 2 and P(z) be a non-constant
poynomial with zeros distinct from Zn's. Then the numerator and d·
(3)

enommator of F in
are both composite, and yet, the function F itself is right-prime.
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Remark 4. Theorem 2 is not true for entire functions. For let P(z) be the canonical
product formed by the zeros {zn} of Theorem 2. Then

J(z) = P(z)eP(z) = zez o P(z),

shows that f is not pseudo-prime.
For transcendental meromorphic functions whose all zeros and poles lie in a Picard

set for entire functions, we shall prove the following.

Theorem 3. Let f be a transcendental really meromorphic function with at least one
zero. Further suppose that all the zeros and poles of f lie in a Picard set S for entire
functions. Then f has to be pseudo-prime.
Finally, we shall prove a related result which deals with the dispersion of the zeros of

F and its right factor.

Theorem 4. Let {an} be a complex sequence and {Pn} be a positive s~quence satis
fying, for all n,

户閂 >q>l
an

and
1 q1/4 + 1 8

log一 ＞Pn q114 - l logq
(log ianl)2

and let N~2 be an integer. Let F be a transcendental really meromo叩hie function with
finite number of poles and {an} as its zeros. Then F cannot have fNf'as its right factor
for every transcendental ent廿e function f.

3. Proofs of Theorems

Proof of Theorem I. Let f = goh, where g is transcendental meromorphic and h
is transcendental entire. By hypothesis of Theorem 1, it easily follows that g has at least
one zero. We assert that g has exactly one zero wo, say. For, if g has two zeros w1 and
w2 (w1 i- w2), then at least one of wi (1=1,2.) say w1 will be such that h(z) = w1 will
have infinitely many solutions outside S. But then these solutions are zeros off, which
is a contradiction to the hypothesis that all the zeros of f lie in S.
Next, if g has a pole (0, say, then (o i- w0 and so there exist infinitely many complex

numbers 磊 ，(n = 1, 2 ...) obviously outside S such that h(磊 ）= (0. But then {(n} are
poles of f. This contradiction proves that f is pseudo-prime.
Further, if J = goh, where g is rational, then clearly g has at least one zero f/o and

at least one pole (0, say. Now {h-1(rJo)} is contained in Sand consequently there are
infinitely many complex numbers in {h-1((0)} which lie outside S. Since {h-1((0)} is an
infinite set of poles of f, it follows that f has infinitely many poles. This contradiction
proves Theorem 1.
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Proof of Theorem 2. Consider a positive sequence {dn} such that

1 2
log一 2 q(log lznl)
dn log k

for some q > 1/2. Let S = U顬 瓦，where En = {z: lz - znl < dn}. Then it is shown
that S is a Picard set for entire functions [1]. Also clearly Zn E S for all n. Thus in view
of Theorem 1, it follows that f is right pseudo-prime.

n>n。

If f = goh, where g is a transendental meromorphic function and h is a polynomial
of degree d~2, then following the arguments of Li [6], we easily deduce that g has
infinitely many zeros an, (n = 1, 2 ...) say. For large an, h(z) = an has exactly d
solutions b园 (n)1 , b2 , ... , b~n), say, which satisfy

J(b严）= 0, (i = 1,2, ... ,d,) (4)

and are asymptotically equally distributed on a circle 几 ：囯＝庫 nll/d, where A is
some constant.
Let

Fn = {z: k-1l2Jznl < lzl < k1/2lznl}, (n = 1, 2, ... ,)
Then clearly Zn E 凡 and Zi rt 凡 for i -:/= n. Thus 凡 contains only one zero of f. Also
by (4), there exists Zio such that bin) = Zi。E 凡 and so for 1 ::; i ::; d, b~n) E Fi。, since
b严 ，(i = 1 2, ，. . . , d) he asymptotically on the circle 几. Thus Fia contains d~2 zeros
of f. This contradiction proves the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let f = goh, where g is transcendental meromorphic function.
Since f is really meromorphic, g has at least one pole b, say. Also g has a zero a, say. And
h- a and h- b have all their zeros in S. Thus, if h were a transcendental entire function
then S would not be a Picard set for entire functions, contradicting the assumption.
Hence h has to be a polynomial.
For the proof of the next theorem, we shall need the following result of Langley [5].

Lemma. Suppose that the complex sequence {an} and the positive sequence {Pn}
satisfy, for all n,

I巴 :.!. >q>l
an I

and
1 q1/4 + 1 8

log— > .—Pn q114-1 logq (log lanJY2

Then, if f is a transcendental entire function, and N is an integer not less than 2, the
equation JN(z)f'(z) = b must have infinitely many solutions outside the union of the
disks B(an, Pn), for any b-:/= 0.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let S = U諡 1 B(an, Pn)- Suppose F = go(fN f'), where f is
transcendental entire function and g is meromorphic. By hypothesis, g has at least one
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zero. We assert that w = o is the only zero of g. For, if c # o is another zero of g, then
by Lemma, the equation 户(z)f'(z) = c has infinity of solutions, {(n} say, outside S
and so F區）= o, (n = 1, 2, ... ,), which contradicts the fact that all zeros of F lie in S.
Next, if a is a pole of g, then a # o and so 户(z)f'(z) = a will have infinity of

solutions outside S, thereby showing that F has infinitely many poles. This contradiction
proves the theorem.
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